EHP-SA6 TEKNISET TIEDOT

EHP-SA6 FOR METEOROLOGICAL MONITORING

1. ONLINE METEOROLOGICAL MONITORING IN FIELD CONDITIONS
Compact, easy to move EHP-SA6 meteorological monitoring station enables wireless weather monitoring
close to your premises. It can also be operated in harsh remote conditions since it is powered by solar
panels and accumulators. EHP-SA6 meteorological monitoring station is for professional industrial use e.g
in mining, pulp & paper and bioenergy sectors.

2. OPERATING PRINCIPLE
The system consists of EHP-DL12 datalogger with GSM/GPRS modem, meteorological sensors,
rechargeable batteries and solar panel. The datalogger is programmed to monitor, process and transmit
the data collected by the sensors to customer’s EHP-Dataservice, automated system and local displays.
The system is powered by a combination of accumulators and solar panels all year round. AC power can
also be utilised so, for example, precipitation can be measured throughout the year with a melting
precipitation vessel.
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Examples of measured meteorological parameters include:


wind direction and speed



atmospheric pressure and humidity



precipitation and air temperature



solar radiation

It is easy to add more parameters –even afterwards— to EHP-SA6 weather station. It is also possible to
combine the meteorological measurements and the measurements of water flow, quality and soil.

3. METEOROLOGICAL MONITORING
The meteorological parameters are monitored online and the data — collected by the EHP-DL12 datalogger— is transferred to EHP-Dataservice. The weather station provides the possibility to send alarms about
the monitored parameters via sms or e-mail messages.

4. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS


SIZE:

enclosure e.g 250х350х450mm



WEIGHT:

5-10 kg (depending on configuration)



OPERATION TEMPERATURE:

- datalogger (EHP-DL12)


- 40...+ 60 °C

MEASUREMENT CHANNELS/INPUTS:
- 4 analogical/digital input channels
- 2 multi-i/o (digital/analogical) channels
- more measurement channels can be added with additional card



MEASURING INTERVAL:

minimum1 minute (remote controllable)



DATA TRANSMITTING INTERVAL

minimum 5 minutes (remote controllable)



POWER CONSUMPTION (STANDBY):

0,1 mA



POWER SUPPLY (TYPICAL):

- Accumulator
- Solar panel

12 V / 9 Аh
10 W
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